
Top Recommended
Sales Speaker

About Shelley Walters
Sales specialist. Course creator. Award-winning keynote speaker

Shelley Walters is a visionary leader and highly sought-after expert in the field of
sales. With her commercial experience as a CEO, course creator, keynote speaker,
and trainer, Shelley has empowered individuals, groups, and audiences worldwide
to achieve their sales potential and succeed at every stage of the sales process.

As the founder of The Sales Counsel and the creator of Africa's first online selling
school, Shelley's impact in the industry is immense. Her dynamic and engaging
presentations have inspired thousands of people across five continents in over 22
countries. Her dedication to excellence has earned her numerous accolades,
including the prestigious PWC Gender Mainstreaming Award for Most Inclusive
Leader: Entrepreneur in 2019 and a runner-up recognition as a Positive Role
Model. Shelley is also a highly regarded panelist, representing South Africa at the
Annual International Women in Sales Awards in Europe.

Highly engaging. Actionable Ideas. Relevant Content.
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Highly experienced speaker.

Proven track record of delivering outstanding presentations. 

Still actively selling. 

Over 50 written recommendations on LinkedIn. 

Creator of The Remote Selling School with over 14 hours of course content. 

An established track record as a top performer in B2B Sales.

Customised content supported by additional eLearning courses.

Why Book Shelley?

What you can expect

Professional presentations.
Engaging and dynamic speaking style. 
A timeous & professional brief.
Licensed stock images. 
Professional slide design. 
Relevant data. 
Audience interaction. 
Great use of technology. 
PDF downloads of slides.
Social Media updates. 
Custom promotional video. 
Immediately actionable content.
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/shelley-walters/
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Ensures everyone leaves with
tangible and concrete
takeaways

D A N I  G I R O L A M I
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER 
EMEA AT EXPENSE REDUCTION ANALYSTS EMEA

Shelley is a gifted sales coach and an outstanding keynote
speaker. Her attention to detail, quality of content and delivery
style ensures everyone leaves with tangible and concrete
takeaways. In particular, I was impressed by her preparation
and willingness to align with our business and value proposition
which maximized the value delivered to our partners. Thank
you, Shelley, already looking forward to working together again!

Create the best possible
event experience

Custom, recorded videos for
your event 

Gain access to Shelley’s cheat
sheets and tools 

Pre-event surveys and polls to
engage delegates 

Access to courses on The Remote
Selling School as prizes

Interview Shelley or invite her to
participate as a panelist 

Post-event challenge to drive
change and reinforce learning 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dani-girolami/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dani-girolami/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dani-girolami/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dani-girolami/
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Keynote Topics

Gain insight into how customers view the value of sellers in a rapidly evolving
market.
Understand the implications and opportunities of virtual buying on sales
strategies and performance.
·Learn how to effectively leverage the increase in data from digital channels to
inform sales decisions.
·Acquire the skills to proactively adapt to the shift towards digital selling and stay
ahead of competitors.
·Develop a data-driven selling approach, combining experience and insights to
drive results.

Join keynote speaker Shelley Walters as she delves into the future of selling and
explores the crucial role that technology will play in shaping the sales landscape.
Your team will gain a deeper understanding of how customers perceive the value of
sellers in a rapidly changing market and how virtual buying will impact the industry.
With the rise of digital channels and the increasing availability of data, your team will
learn how to harness the power of technology to drive sales success. 

As sales evolves from experience-based selling to data-driven selling, this talk will
provide valuable insights and strategies for staying ahead of the competition and
adapting to the changing sales environment. Get ready to be inspired and
empowered to drive meaningful change in your sales approach.

Upon completion of this keynote, attendees will:

The Future of Sales
Why ignoring trends will cost you customers and
revenue

“The real concern is not whether sellers will be replaced by technology but
whether they will be able to keep up with the pace of competitors making
superior use of technology.” 

S H E L L E Y  W A L T E R S
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"The reality is that 9 x out of 10, we are not as persuasive as we think we are
because the power of persuasion lies not only in what we say but in how we
say it and how our audience perceives it in their mind."

Keynote Topics

S H E L L E Y  W A L T E R S

Boosting B2B Sales Success: 
 The Power of Artful Persuasion Backed by Neuroscience

Understand the crucial distinction between motivation and manipulation in sales
communications.
Gain insight into the key elements that drive permanent change in the persuasion
process.
Gain knowledge of the cognitive and neurobiological mechanisms that underlie
the pitching and receiving of communications.
Develop the ability to identify what makes communication engaging and
memorable as opposed to dull and forgettable.
Learn how to apply the Hero's Journey framework to craft compelling and
persuasive pitches.

The Neuroscience of Persuasion is a critical keynote for anyone looking to take their
sales skills to the next level. This engaging presentation explores the latest research in
neuroscience to uncover how the brain processes information and how it influences
our decision-making. By understanding the brain’s inner workings, sales professionals
can fine-tune their pitches, engage their audiences, and ultimately close more deals.

This keynote delves into the science behind persuasive communication and reveals
key insights on how to craft a pitch that resonates with your audience. From
overcoming objections to creating an emotional connection, attendees will leave with
a deeper understanding of the psychology of persuasion and the tools to make their
pitches more impactful. Whether you're a seasoned sales professional or just starting
out, this keynote is a must-attend for anyone looking to maximise their sales success.

Upon completion of this keynote, attendees will:

Acquire a deeper understanding of the persuasion process's cognitive, emotional and
behavioral aspects and how to leverage them for optimal results.
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"It's alarming to learn that, according to Salesforce, sales professionals are
only dedicating a mere 34% of their time towards revenue-generating
activities, severely hindering their potential for sales success.” 

Keynote Topics

S H E L L E Y  W A L T E R S

Understanding the impact of distraction on sales productivity and strategies to
overcome it.
Recognising the signs of stress and techniques to manage it effectively in sales.
Utilising the way the brain processes information to enhance sales effectiveness.
Cultivating a mindset for generating valuable insights in sales.
Developing the skills for clear thinking and decision-making in sales.
Implementing practical tips and tools for staying organised and on track in sales.

In this keynote on productivity for salespeople, attendees will discover strategies and
tactics to overcome the distractions and demands of a fast-paced, technology-driven
world and learn how to focus on what matters most in sales. 

Through a deep dive into the latest research on productivity and the brain,
participants will understand the challenges of staying focused and productive in
today's work environment and leave with practical tips to optimise their workflow,
increase their focus, and achieve their sales goals. Whether you're a seasoned sales
professional or just starting your career, this keynote will equip you with the tools
you need to succeed in a world of constant distractions and unlimited possibilities.

Upon completion of this keynote, attendees will:

Unlocking Your Competitive Advantage
Contemporary Productivity Best Practices in the age of Ai

Why failing to balance work and performance will undermine
your business’s growth agenda.
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Keynote Topics

The key factors that drive sustained sales success, beyond just metrics and
numbers.
How clarity, conviction, and competency can help to boost confidence and
performance in sales.
The importance of creating a healthy sales culture that supports growth and
development.
Insights and perspectives to help you build a sales strategy that sets you up for
long-term success.
How to cultivate a winning mindset that drives results and inspires success in
your sales team.
How the measure of sales success is changing. 
·Why some people don’t change and what you can do about it.

As a sales manager and leader, it's easy to get caught up in metrics and numbers.
However, top-performing sales leaders understand that success goes beyond just
the numbers. Join us for a dynamic keynote on 'Beyond the Metrics' where you'll
gain valuable perspectives and practices crucial to building a sustainable, year-on-
year sales success and fostering a healthy sales culture within your team. 

Don't just focus on the results; dive deeper and drive real confidence in your sales
team.

Upon completion of this keynote, attendees will:

Maximising Sales Performance
Uncovering the Overlooked Drivers that Cost
Companies Revenue

S H E L L E Y  W A L T E R S

"Sales activities are the only metrics that can be managed, but to achieve
consistency in your seller's activities, you need to influence three crucial
factors; clarity, conviction and competence."


